Eagle™
The Definition of Dependability

With over 20 years of history Columbia's Eagle line of
passenger vehicles has evolved into an extremely reliable
performer. Continuing the legacy of earlier vehicles, we hold
to the philosophy of building a dependable vehicle by paying
attention to details and simplifying mechanics and
maintenance wherever possible.
Golf, Community & Neighborhood Electric Vehicles
Our Eagle soars on the course or around town. Initially
developed as a golf-enthusiasts vehicle, the Eagle has become
much more; It now affords its owner the ability to run to the store, or take a quick trip to the post office,
while never relinquishing its title as the discerning golfers golf car. Configured as a neighborhood electric
vehicle, the Eagle is ready for use on most city streets (check local laws and regulations), and is one of
very few vehicles available that can be driven both to the clubhouse, and onto the course.
Gas & Electric Power - Your Choice!
Our gas powered Eagle can be driven by a powerful 13-hp
Briggs&Stratton® engine. Columbia is proud of our gas vehicles, but we
are down-right ecstatic about our electric drive systems. Our 48-volt
systems are truly unique; instead of the six 8-volt batteries most of our
competitors use, Columbia vehicles use eight 6-volt batteries.
Experience and customer response has shown us that this is the very
best system for extended run time and better hill climbing ability.
Up to 4 Passengers
Available in configurations for two or four passengers, the Eagle will
move you, your friends, your family, and your "stuff" any where you
want to go.
Lifetime Frame Warranty - Worry free!
We are so confident in the construction and finished quality of our frame,
we offer a lifetime frame warranty. Your frame is guaranteed to resist
rust and major mechanical malfunction for the life of your vehicle. See
our Warranty Statement for details.
"Best in Class" Distance & Hill Climbing - Out-performs, Outlasts!
In recent independent testing against leading competitors, Columbia's
48-volt system out-ran them all. Up hills the Eagle out-performed its
competitors by a noticeable margin. With the increased storage capacity
of our 48-volt system, the Eagle easily out-lasted our closest competitor
by several miles.
* Briggs & Stratton is a registered trademark of Brigss & Stratton
Corporation

